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Abstract
Borders, more in than in the past, determine the way Europe contemplates itself and how it is perceived by others. While internal borders seem to disappear, the pressure on Europe’s external borders increases significantly. Migration concerns have led to an inward looking stance and the term border as a territorial limit, acquires a different meaning. On the Mediterranean frontier, the route between North Africa and Europe, European identity is most visible and at the same time most challenged. This research refers to three notions of space, determined by borders in Migrant literature and recaps this to the current postcolonial immigration debate. It discusses how identities are constructed through shifting borders and how borders form the basis of a new literary space. In Wedding by the Sea (Bruiloft aan Zee) by Abdelkader Benali, the protagonist living in the Netherlands returns to Morocco for a family wedding and faces questions of home and belonging right at the Moroccan border towns. Assia Djebar’s novel Het Verloren Woord (La disparition de la langue Francaise) touches upon these very same questions when the protagonist returns to Algeria after living in France for more than twenty years. It also addresses France’s colonial legacy and how this past influences feelings of home and belonging. 

We currently live in a world that is constantly moving. Borders not only shift or disappear, but are also strengthened due to the movements of people. The position of immigrants is very much contested and unstable in our contemporary society. When it comes to moving borders, Europe can be seen as an example par excellence. With the establishment of the European Union, the outer borders of Europe as a territory got intermingled with the outer borders of the Union and the answer to the question what it is that defines Europe is a very complicated and subjective one. Europe today is not so much a place as an idea of human rights, free movements of goods and peoples and of Christian values.​[1]​ ‘Fortress Europe’ increased significantly in meaning while questioning the basic principles on which this European community is built and thereby challenges the idea of a certain European identity. Firstly European identity refers to the way Europe presents itself on global level; secondly it involves how Europe is perceived by others, non-Europeans. Even though these two representations are interrelated, it is nonetheless a two-sided story. The Ugandan photojournalist Ssuuna Golooba migrated to the Netherlands in 2004 in the hope for a better future. As an undocumented person in Europe life was not at all what he expected. In his home country a one way trip to Europe is thought to be the golden ticket. Ssuuna, stuck between high expectations from his family and the reality of an underpaid cleaning job in the Netherlands, decided to make a documentary, Surprising Europe to show to his family what life's really like for Africans in Europe. He realized coming to Europe was a mistake.​[2]​ 
In this research borders serve as the symbolic and physical feature of what I will call ‘The European politics of exclusion.’ I will argue that the ‘messiness’ of the relationship between Europe as a territory and Europe as a state of mind causes borders to become a symbol of xenophobic sentiments and legitimize the exclusion of others. This legitimization is caused by the West's colonial legacy but put in a framework of globalization and modern security threats. It is within this framework that I will analyze how identities of the non-European other are reconstructed and reimagined. Europe’s outwards attitude is built upon and has implications for the migrant condition in this modern society. This is best captured in the genre of migrant literature. Whereas the meaning of space in Europe causes confusion on how to construct its identity, the same thing is happening within this literary genre but, as I will argue, is projected on different levels of space and therefore a sense of inbetweenness, or as I will call it, a border identity. I will illustrate this by analyzing the two novels Wedding by the Sea (Bruiloft aan Zee) by Abdelkader Benali and Het Verloren Woord (La Disparition de la Langue Française) written by Assia Djebar. My analysis does not address textual frames or narratological techniques but, as stated above, is approached from the current political debate on immigration with a postcolonial perspective. The main question that I will address throughout this research is: 

How do different notions of space frame ‘border identities’ in Wedding by the Sea (Bruiloft aan Zee) and Het Verloren Woord (La disparition de la langue française) and what role plays the modern European immigration debate in framing these identities? 

Shifting European Borders from a Postcolonial Perspective

‘Europe’ has never existed anywhere except in discourse (Hayden White)​[3]​

Before touching upon the migrant literary condition in contemporary Europe, it is important to analyze the political framework from which this condition derived. Tony Judt argues that post-1989 Europe is built on a popular resentment at the presence of immigrants. But migration itself is not so much a contemporary phenomenon. In the mid-fifties immigrants from Africa, the West Indies or Eastern Europe were encouraged to leave their countries of origin and come to Europe to work as guest workers in mostly industrial services. After the Second World War Europe had to rebuild itself and cheap labor forces were more than welcome.​[4]​ Even though the intention behind the idea of ‘guest worker’ was for them to return to their countries of origin after a period of time, their recruitment often led to a permanent settlement. This history of inconsistent integration policies now fires back on Europe. Whereas Polish, Italian and other immigrants eventually blend in as a result from their cultural and physical invisibility, immigrants from Turkey, Africa or the Middle East do not have that advantage and now Europe responds with severe measures such as direct repatriation and strict outer border controls. The nature of twenty-first century migration has changed, but why now? Resentments towards immigrants are the inescapable result of the problem Europe has with identifying itself and defining a certain ‘European identity.’ As historian Hayden White already stated a decade ago, we can question ourselves: has Europe ever existed except in discourse? But even though Europe mostly exists in the minds of people, this does not mean it has no implications for the sense of space. The paradoxical state of Europe as an idea as well as a place within borders causes confusion about what it is that binds the 'peoples of Europe' together except from a European citizenship and this confusion now weighs on the shoulders of Europe’s outwards perspective. 
In April 2011 Italy declared it would provide special so called humanitarian visas to all Tunisian immigrants who arrived before April 5 which means they would temporarily become EU citizens and are therefore able to travel within EU territory. Every month more North-African immigrants arrive in Italy through the island of Lampedusa looking for a job. Since the fall of the former Tunisian president, border controls have broken down with the result that thousands of Tunisians are heading towards Italy over the Mediterranean Sea. Italy asked for support from the European Union to deal with this immigration problem for several times without success. EU rules state that when immigrants set foot on EU territory, it is up to that specific country to make sure they do not leave. It is a problem only Italy has to deal with. When Italy declared it would provide humanitarian visas to Tunisian immigrants, reactions from other member states, especially Italy’s neighbors, were furious. Most Tunisians are heading towards France because as a former French colony, they speak the language. France is already imposing strict border controls on the French-Italian border and several other nation states said they would do the same, strengthen their national borders.​[5]​ 
For the first time since the Schengen treaty in 1995, that declared free movement of goods and people between different nation states, there are threats internal European borders will be strengthened. Etienne Balibar argues that over the last decades the importance of borders increased significantly on political and economic scale, but it increased even more in the perceptions of the peoples of Europe. He therefore talks in his book We the peoples of Europe? about a European citizenship of borders.​[6]​ The contradictory messages on whether the EU’s external borders are a national or a European issue and the diminishing but at the same time resurrection of internal borders due to the movements of people, leaves questions of inclusion and exclusion constantly rephrased and reframed. A discourse of ‘us versus them’ is therefore very much present in contemporary Europe. Due to globalization, the need for security has immensely increased over the past years. This seems paradoxical because as globalization should serve as a form of liberation, breaking down frontiers and bringing the ‘far away’ close to home through new transportation and communication means. On the contrary it led to an inwards movement and xenophobic sentiments.​[7]​ This happened to Nation States searching for a national identity and trying to define what it means to be Dutch, French or English. Something similar happened to Europe as a perceived unity. To identify a European identity, a group of excluded people is stigmatized to state the difference between Europe and non-Europe. This inwards attitude and need for security perceives the other, the non-European, as a threat. European borders, internal as well as external, therefore determine the way identities are constructed. In this respect, it is relevant to state that Europe clearly cannot be imagined without thinking about non-Europe and is therefore defined by what it is not. 
Questions of inclusion and exclusion, threat or non-threat are most addressed at the Euro-African frontier that stresses from the State of Gibraltar till the Greek islands. Of course it seems unfair not to mention the eastern border of Europe which is more vague and contested right now than its southern border due to the expansion of the European Union, but it is at this very southern frontier where Europe clearly meets non-Europe and where security threats are visibly stopped by border controls. This border not only represents Europe’s territorial border or the border between North and South, but also claims its role as the outer frontier of the European Union and represents the division between Europe and Africa, First and Third World and former colonized and colonizers. 
Since Spain, Italy and Greece’s membership of the European Union its southern borders transformed into the EU’s external frontiers leaving the Mediterranean Sea as the political, territorial and cultural division between Europe and Africa. However, the Mediterranean Sea as a natural border between Europe and Africa is not as clear cut as is often thought. Small ‘fragments of Europe’ can be found on North-African territory through the enclaves of for example Ceuta and Melilla. Both enclaves are separated from Spain by the State of Gibraltar and surrounded by Morocco, but nonetheless both enclaves are autonomous cities of Spain. Large fences around these enclaves should prevent immigrants from passing into Spanish territory. These examples once again show that congruency between European territory and Europe as an idea is very much contested.  
Also, when discussing this Mediterranean border it unavoidable to touch upon the postcolonial immigration debate. Even though the Mediterranean Sea serves as an easy natural border, or so it often seems, this does not legitimize the end of Europe. To clarify this it is important to look at the relationship between Europe and its colonizing past for basic ideas of discourses on ‘the other’ have their roots in history.  	 
Bhambra argues that the acknowledgement or rather the refusal of Europe’s colonial past continues to have implications for the inclusion and exclusion of countries and people in relation to the European Union. She uses the example of Morocco that applied to join the European Union in 1986. Morocco, in the early twentieth century being a French protectorate, sharing a border with Algeria, a former French colony up to 1962, and surrounding the Spanish territories Melilla and Ceuta, was refused on the simple ground that is was not a European country.​[8]​ She also states that:

Understanding Europe in times of the postcolonial, then, requires us to bring forward the perspective of the world – that is, to think of Europe from a global perspective – as well as to bring forward other (non-European) perspectives of the world.​[9]​

Europe’s narrative of global domination helps us to understand the process of European integration and the way Europe contemplates itself today. Western imperialism was based upon the Eurocentric idea of superiority. The supremacy of the West was expressed through geographical, political and racial separation, all based upon the belief of justifying this exploitation as a civilizing mission.​[10]​ A discourse of perceiving the other as less was constructed in a chain of social and political hierarchy and can be seen as a source of xenophobic sentiments in Europe today. It is no coincidence that all Tunisian immigrants arriving in Italy are heading to France. Many former colonies are culturally and linguistically connected to their former colonizers. With the creation of the EEC (European Economic Community, an international organization to bring economic integration) it was expected that colonial empires, such as the Union Française, would be incorporated within this unity of states,​[11]​ denying the fact that this could never be the case due to Europe’s excluding attitude towards their colonies. Without recognizing this colonial heritage, Europe is now suffering a backlash. European identity cannot be regarded without Europe’s colonial heritage and it is this heritage that is still largely ignored. 

Migrant literature as a new literary space
On the one hand this European politics of exclusion can be retraced in colonial times. History is regarded as a legitimizing factor of Europe’s outwards attitude but on the other it is very much a reaction to our modern society captured by globalization. 

While certain peoples are legitimately part of history, others languish in history’s ‘waiting room.’​[12]​

It is in history as well as modernity's waiting room where the identity of the so called other, non-European, is tested and reconstructed. The changing nature of migration brings new transitions to the ideas of people. Not only people, but also ideas have moved and re-located. Reconstructing political boundaries and therefore reconstructing identities go alongside reimagining them. It is this modern European immigration debate that serves as a framework for the realization of a new literary space. I am pointing here towards the development of migrant literature. It is within this literary genre where notions of Europe as an imagined community are readdressed and reimagined by the people that used to be excluded from its territory.​[13]​ However, as analyzed above, when looking at the current political framework it seems that notions of exclusion and inclusion are no longer fully bound to territory and this refers to questions of belonging and home. Is a sense of belonging bound to territory or is it just a state of mind? The political debate in Europe on immigration, the need for a certain belonging and the increased importance of borders are fashions that are all well-addressed in migrant literature. Location and dislocation are embodied in a variety of forms. Before elaborating on this, it is important to question if we should use the term migrant literature without a clear sense of what it refers to. When speaking about migrant literature, we mostly refer to the status of the writer. However, migrant can be a very ambiguous term used in practice for it raises questions as: till when are certain people perceived as migrants, and what about second or third generations? Ponzanesi and Merolla argue that the writer is the person who reproduces the colonial divide in new global terms.​[14]​ As for this, I will focus more on migrant literature as a modern literary genre that relates to questions of belonging and the importance of territorial space in this matter, but also addresses questions of how identities are constructed while shifting between different cultures and between past memories versus present realities. In this literary genre migration often becomes bound to three notions of space: territorial space within physical borders, a mental space when shifting between different cultures, but it also refers to space as a transition in time where as will be shown, language plays a key role. In these different meanings of space that are very much interwoven, borders determine their representations. They limit their reach and signify processes of identification and dis-identification. As I will argue, within these meanings of space represented by borders, questions of belonging create so called ‘border identities’. 
To illustrate this three-sided meaning of space, I will refer to two novels written by a Dutch-Moroccan author and a French-Algerian author. The first one is Wedding by the Sea (Bruiloft aan Zee) written by Abdelkader Benali, the second is Het verloren Woord (La disparition de la langue Française) written by Assia Djebar. This is not a coincidental match. Both protagonists return to their countries of origin, after having lived in Europe for a period of time, though both for different reasons. In these novels borders determine decisions made by the protagonists and how they move between different notions of space. In Wedding by the Sea the focus is very much on moving between actual places and at the same time on the movement between cultural differences. But in Het Verloren Woord the focus is very much on time and shifting between the past and the present. Both plots are simple and clearly written. In Wedding by the Sea Lamarat Minar returns with his family to Morocco to attend the wedding of his sister who was promised to their uncle Mosa at a very young age. On the day of the wedding the uncle disappears and Lamarat is tasked to find him and bring him back as soon as possible. In the search for his uncle Lamarat is driven by taxi driver Chalid that due to his age knows everything about everyone. In this taxi Lamarat finds himself more than ones stuck between different culturally contexts. He who was brought up in Europe and came back is driven from location to location without having a grip on the situation. Eventually Lamarat finds his uncle drunk in the town Al Homey. In the novel Het Verloren Woord the protagonist Berkane returns to Algeria, his homeland. After the revolution he migrated to France but the desire to visit the places of his youth got a hold on him. Algeria has changed after the revolution for independence and he does not even recognize the Kashba in Algiers where he grew up. Berkane is constantly comparing the Algeria of his youth to the Algeria of the present and is confused about where to find his sense belonging. Eventually language is a key instrument in this search.

Narratives of space in Wedding by the Sea 
The story starts off with Chalid, the taxi driver, remembering the birth of Lamarat Minar, the twenty-year old boy that is in his taxi searching for his uncle. Right there, in the beginning of the story, all important places are introduced. Lamarat was born in the region of Iwojen. And, as Chalid explains, it very much depends if you drive from the sea or the inlands. Close to Iwojen is for example the border town of F. This town serves as a gateway to Spanish territory, Mellilliar and is therefore home to many smuggling Africans but also to waiting taxis. This is the only town where men are by far outnumbered by women. 

For five dirhams per person Chalid would drive the people of Iwojen to the border town of F. To there and no further for his license didn’t permit him to go beyond that point. (Wedding by the Sea p54)

Of course the attentive reader understands it is not only his permit that does not allow Chalid to move beyond the point of the border town F. Then there is the town Al Homey, home to many returning emigrants where there are a lot more men than women. Here all non-foreign foreigners are settled and regarded to as very arrogant by the ‘locals.’ However, they do love them because they bring in all the money. The third important place to be introduced is a village named Touarirt. The narrator describes this village as ‘a handful of houses by the sea’(p3). It is in this town where Lamarat’s father ordered to build his house by the sea and it is in this house where Lamarat was born. Lamarat's uncle Mosa was in charge of building the house and in exchange Lamarat's father promised his daughter would marry him. When the family Minar arrives it becomes clear that this house has fallen into decay. Mosaics are crumbling from the walls and the house needs a fifth pillar to rest on. The supposed grandeur of the villa is a disappointment. It is not how it should be. This sets the stage for the story that follows.
 From the beginning of the story it becomes clear that the narrative is situated right at the Mediterranean Sea and the Euro-African border. Borders therefore already represent the situation of the narrative. After Lamarat was born the mother left for Ollanda, referred to as Sesame Seed Land where her husband already emigrated to in search for a well-paid job. Grandmother however was convinced he was in a place called Deutschland for it was Germany where the father was heading but he ended up in Holland. Ollanda, Holland, Sesame Seed City (a make up believe place where everything is perfect) and Deutschland are names of places that are often repeated throughout the story and all refer to the place Lamarat and his family are returning from, that place in the 'West'. Returning is a word that Lamarat had heard his father say often back in the Netherlands. For Lamarat however, returning was not that obvious as it was for his father. Returning to where? While describing when and why the father left the Iwojen region for a different country, the returning of the  family Minar is by the narrator almost referred to as a natural given. 

To when the father was being transported to the border town of F. where he could get a taxi that would take him to Al Homey so that he could catch the bus to Ouididiada Airport and board a plane that takes people to other countries and brings them back again in an endless cycle. (p95)

While driving the taxi, Lamarat is sharing stories with Chalid and the reader about his live in the Netherlands. In all these little narratives Lamarat’s father tries to keep the Moroccan culture alive in his house. When Lamarat is announcing he has come in touch with an ‘other religion,’ namely the Christian believe, father is not very please and as Rebecca, Lamarat’s sister, predicts ‘Mark my words Lamarat, tomorrow he’s gonna send you to one of those, uh prayer-bead schools or whatever they’re called’(p73). And indeed, father came home with an announcement of his own ‘Ladies and gentlemen, it’s darn well time for a darn bit of Islam in this house’(p73). From that time on, Lamarat goes to Koran school but his memory goes as far as the Turkish toilet and the teacher who walks around with mint leaves in his nose. 
In search of his uncle Mosa that fled his own wedding Lamarat is taking a road trip through all these different places on the road, but also the places in his mind. These small histories about Lamarat's youth and the family Minar serve as a tool to understand the clashing cultural contexts both figures experience while driving in that taxi. Buikema argues in her article A Poetics of Home: On Narrative Voice and the Deconstruction of Home in Migrant Literature that in Wedding by the Sea there is a constant navigation of two aspects of Moroccan culture, that is a traditional and modern one or a home culture and a hybrid migrant version.​[15]​ Even though Buikema refers to the hybrid migrant, through Chalid’s eyes Lamarat is clearly a foreigner. Most of all a foreigner from whom he earns his money. Communication problems between Chalid and Lamarat often appear through this foreign/local division that became clear from the moment Chalid picked Lamarat up.

As the boy took a seat, the driver realized why the kid had been walking down the asphalt road. His face, his clothes, the way he said hello, the way he moved - everything pointed to the fact that he was from the north. (p57)

Space and time become interwoven concepts in that taxi. While driving from town to town on a time schedule in search for his uncle Mosa, Lamarat finds himself stuck between locations that both prefer a different cultural context but that are both somehow home to him, or better said, somehow foreign. This clash of cultures is well explained by the example of the lawn chairs. Lamarat is saying to Chalid that he is worries about the problem of the lawn chairs. His father brought thirty-three lawn chairs from Holland to Iwojen for the guests to sit on during the wedding, even though it is custom to sit on the floor. However, the quality of the lawn chairs is very poor. Crummy plastic, Lamarat calls them. Chalid responds 

What is it to you, lawn chairs, broken or unbroken? Other people see potatoes and you see beans, do you know what I am saying or don’t you? (p80)

The narrator backs up Chalid, saying to Lamarat that of course Chalid could never grasp the value of a lawn chair, or know how much his father paid for them. In order for Chalid to fully understand Lamarat’s stories he has to show him the place where he lives ‘the neighborhood from which you set out for distant shores in the van with thirty-three lawn chairs…’ (p80). 
	Eventually Lamarat finds his uncle Mosa practically in the arms of the love of his life, his favourite hooker. While he is dragging his drunk uncle in the taxi, the wedding guests have already left and Lamarat’s task has failed. Returning to the wedding place, they bump into Rebecca. Rebecca dragged her fiancé to the beach and there, being furious he left her, she tipped of his manhood with her scissors. Eventually the story end with Lamarat and his family once again returning, but this time to Ollanda leaving Mosa insane for the rest of his live. Buikema argues that the displacing effect of postcolonial times causes narratives from far to mingle with those from nearby.​[16]​ In Wedding by the Sea the far and nearby are however very subjective concepts and not only their narratives mingle, but in that taxi, driving around the border region, the concepts themselves mingle as well illustrated by Lamarat’s confusion of what to think and how to act in that country he was born. The word home is practically not mentioned throughout the story, it is absent for making us realize that there might be no place of belonging. At one point Chalid is questioning the following:

I don’t understand people like that, Chalid realized, I don’t understand the people who leave hearth and home so they can be the same… somewhere else. (p143)

Here he refers to the stories he hears from the returned immigrants who would sell thumbtacks in their home country and over there, in that foreign country they would find a mirror image of themselves with fancy clothes and ideas, selling pretzels. But what about the displaced person that is ‘out of country’ for such a long time he cannot identify himself with a hearth and home, is he the same somewhere else? The hybrid migrant is placed at the border between different notions of place and time. 

Past vs. Present and the mother tongue in Het Verloren Woord

I was one of us, at ease, so long as I passed my voice into theirs… (Daljit Nagra, Look We Have Coming to Dover! 2007)​[17]​

After the break-up with his girlfriend Marise, Berkane, a man who is almost fifty years old, decides to return to Algeria or his Homeland as he calls it. He moves in to his House by the Sea that belongs to him as part of his father’s heritage. He is determined to spend the rest of his life there by the sea, writing and photographing. An almost euphoric feeling and satisfaction take hold of him. ‘Werkelijk, ik ben thuis, ik ben weer thuis!’(Het Verloren Woord p12) From the moment he sets foot on the ground of his homeland, memories of his youth in the Kashba, the oldest area in Algiers, run through Berkane’s mind. After the revolution, Algeria’s struggle for independence from their French colonizers, Berkane emigrated to France. He lived in a suburb of Paris for more than twenty years. Now that he is back, he is reopening memories that have been closed for many years. At the moment of Berkane’s return, the situation in Algeria is very unstable. Muslim fundamentalists are gaining a lot of popularity and (French) intellectuals are being seen as betrayers of their own culture. This French-Algerian division is an important aspect in the story. First of all, it is indebted in language. 
	In the first few weeks Berkane is writing letters to Marise or Marlyse as he used to call her and expresses his loneliness and his wish to be with her. He is writing her in French but being in his ‘homeland,’ calls an intensified need for the words of his mother. ‘Echt waar? Ben ik er helemaal? De stem die binnen in mij vragen stelt, zwalkt heen en weer tussen Franse woorden en woorden in de taal van mijn moeder’ (p24). The importance of a mother tongue for constructing an identity is well explained by the Turkish author Emine Sevgi Özdamar. She is making a difference in one’s mother tongue and the tongue of one’s mother. The following quotation comes from the story Mother Tongue, written by Özdamar, that exemplifies this important difference.

A tongue has no bones: twist it in any direction and it will turn that way. I sat with my twisted tongue in this city, Berlin. A café for foreigners, with Arabs for customers, the stools too high, feet dangling. An old croissant sits wearily on the plate. I give bakhshish right away, otherwise the waiter might feel ashamed. If only I knew when I lost my mother tongue. My mother said to me, “You know what? You just keep on talking, you think you’re saying everything, but suddenly you jump over unspoken words, and you just keep talking. And I, I jump with you and breathe easily.” Then she said: “you left half your hair back in Alamania.​[18]​

Language is not similar to an identity for it is not your own. The structure already exists. But you can express your identity by using language. Here the difference between one’s mother tongue and one’s mother’s tongue is very important. Your mother’s tongue is the language that your mother passed on to you whereas your mother tongue is the language you feel most comfortable in expressing yourself. In the case of the main character in the story of Mother Tongue this difference is not that obvious and she wants to find out if her mother’s tongue is her mother tongue. For the hybrid migrant this distinction can be very confusing for he has to deal with different places that prefer a different language. For the returning migrant, as is the case with Berkane , this confusion might be even more intense. The Arabic voice he hears inside is the voice of his mother when he remembers her, sitting in the small courtyard of their old house. But is it also his mother tongue? Berkane becomes accustomed to the Arabic language again when he meets Nadjia, a friend of his brother that has come to stay in the house by the sea for a couple of days. They develop a love affair and it is her voice and the Arabic words that trigger something in Berkane. It makes him start writing again, but interesting enough, the writing is in French.
	The French-Algerian division is also very much present in Berkane’s past memories and present realities. Language of course always plays a role in this transition in time but it is the past that determines Berkane’s decisions in the present. The past narrative where Berkane refers to is placed at the end of the fifties, beginning of the sixties when Algeria was still under French rule but the revolution for Algerian independence started. As a young teenage boy Berkane played a role in the uprisings. As the story progresses Berkane is able to recap more of his youth and the revolution. And when he finally visits the Kashba, he can finally recapture these memories. As a teenage boy he was captured holding an Algerian flag and after being tortured, send to a detention camp not far from Algiers. When, in the end of the story, Berkane is trying to visit the camp where he was captured as a young boy he disappears. In the last chapter the narrative changes to that of Driss, Berkane’s younger brother. Marise has come over from Paris and together they are hoping to find some traces that will lead them to Berkane. It is in this chapter where the reader learns that Driss has been threatened by Muslim fundamentalists for his work as a journalist and he is afraid they got Berkane instead. They will never know if this was really the case because Berkane has disappeared without a trace. 
	According to Salman Rushdie, the past is a country from which we all have emigrated. But the person who is out-of-country and out-of-language experiences this loss in a more intensified form.​[19]​ In the case of Het Verloren Woord  for the protagonist who returned, the past becomes more a reality for he is now no longer out-of-country. This however does not cover the complete story because his past is now also in the country he returned from. This situation defines the internal search of Berkane. Searching for the language he lost and searching for traces from his youth by visiting the places he remembers he tries to redefine his identity, there in that house by the sea close to the natural Mediterranean border that divides Africa from Europe. 

Wat is mijn vaderland? Mijn eigen grond, waar is die? Waar is de grond waarin ik straks kan gaan liggen? In Algerije ben ik een vreemdelinge en ik droom van Frankrijk; in Frankrijk ben ik nog meer een vreemdelinge en ik droom van Algiers. Is het vaderland soms de plek waar je niet bent…? (p159)

Marise refers in the final chapter to the Francophone intellectuals that fled Algeria because of severe threats even though they claimed they would write in Arabic from now on. She states: ‘Dat zou Berkane nooit gedaan hebben, hij had beide talen die hij kende heel hard nodig.’ (p174)

Border Identities
Language, feelings of belonging, the past and identity constructions all refer back to the notion of place and displacement mentally as well as physically. Both protagonists in the two novels are very different. Lamarat is a twenty year old boy that was raised in the Netherlands and now ‘returns’ to his homeland. For him however, the question is where to return to? As a second generation migrant,  returning is not even present in his vocabulary. In Morocco, the cultural differences and communication problems create funny situations. In Het Verloren Woord it is colonial history that is creating the protagonist’s present reality. Berkane, fifty years old, is searching for the language that is his, or better said, that he is using to define his identity. They both are stuck in what critics call a certain ‘inbetweenness,’ or imaginary bridge between two countries, cultures, languages and times. Professor Leslie Adelson is against this idea of an imaginary bridge that is given to the migrant other. She claims it is designed to keep the two worlds apart and therefore holds them from constructing their own identity.

The imaginary bridge “between two worlds” is designed to keep discrete worlds apart as much as it pretends to bring them together. Migrants are at best imagined as suspended on this bridge in perpetuity; critics to not seem to have enough imagination to picture them actually crossing the bridge and landing anywhere new. …Instead of reifying different cultures as fundamentally foreign, we need to understand culture itself differently. Cultural contact today is not an “intercultural encounter” that takes place between German culture and something outside it, but something happening within German culture between the German past and the German present.​[20]​
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